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strategies for new canadians living with trauma provides approaches, strategies, and language goals for the
english as an additional language student who has experienced trauma. we named this resource beyond
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of ... - margaret trudeau became the youngest prime minister's wife in canadian history, when she married
pierre elliot trudeau at the age of 22. she has led a rich and interesting life by raising five children and
traveling the country and the world extensively. margaret has authored two books, beyond reason, and
consequences. foreign rights guide - harpercollins - margaret trudeau was born in vancouver, canada,
where she attended simon fraser university. the former wife of pierre elliott trudeau, she is also the author of
two previous memoirs, beyond reason (1979) and consequences (1982). margaret now works with watercan, a
registered char-ity dedicated to providing clean drink- justin trudeau - policy magazine - trudeau is the
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trudeau speaks to a packed hall at queen’s university on february 13. martin goldfarb writes that he needs “to
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